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Dual Aspect of Social Knowledge:
A Case for Religious Alternation

Jan Krátk˘

Introduction

This paper would like to refer to some of the theoretical standpoints of
the so called biographical-narrative paradigm.1 As Hetty Zock2 claims the
biographical-narrative paradigm aspires to apprehend conversion as an ac-
tive3 and volitional process which draws upon social, as well as cultural
factors. In contrast with other scientific methods it avoids clear specifica-
tion of the initiation, development and final stage of conversion.4 Conver-
sion is not a one-way process, indeed as Zock5 insists it can be terminated
as well as shifted onward. From this point of view it is more appropriate
to speak of converting rather than conversion.

First, in accordance to the notion of conversion as open-ended process,
this paper will introduce such a perspective which does not identify one’s
involvement in a specific religious group with total acceptance of its
world-view since such a situation is usually just a limit case. Second, in
this paper I will focus on communication as a mean of negotiation between
an individual person and a group. The main assumption is that the level of
involvement comes out of the process of communication of everyday
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presented by Brown and Caetano.9 The new moment is in connection of
this approach to the methods of social psychology. This may help to deli-
ver the explanation of the process of circulation and sedimentation of
knowledge10 since knowledge is conceived as crucial for the success of al-
ternation.

An active participation in a religious movement usually calls for accep-
tance of a specific set of shared ideas which consist of (a) more or less
stable world-view and (b) on-spot interpretations of reality. To put it diffe-
rently, there is presumably a principal division in the quality of knowled-
ge circulating within a specific social group. There is (a) highly standardi-
zed and systematized knowledge often enshrined in canonic scriptures,
rules and limits, theological disputations etc. and there is also (b) system
of common-sense knowledge displayed in gossips, proverbs, myths, stor-
ies, life-memories etc.

Dual aspect of social knowledge

Serge Moscovici divides public area into two related spaces; that is in-
to consensual and reified universe.11 These domains are revealed as two
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issues and more refined reflexive concepts. Hence the main goal of the pa-
per is to offer a theory describing certain way in which personal experien-
ces intervene with a more general common sense and reflexive knowled-
ge held by larger groups of people. Here the notion of outgoing process of
converting instead of conversion as a terminal state can be engaged. From
this point of view, converting may be for the purpose of explanation con-
ceived as the circulation of knowledge between individual and group, that
is between minority and majority. Hence converting is to be involved in
communication and verbal argumentation and to bring personal aspirations
into the thinking environment of a group.

It is necessary to stress with the reference to Berger and Luckmann6 that
the problem of conversion is just a particular case of otherwise broader
problem of alternation. I speak of conversion here since my study interest
was to analyse the process of commitment to the New Age religious group.
However, the mechanism I wish to outline can be well enough applied also
on non-religious groups.

From a strictly constructivist perspective the possibility for an indivi-
dual to convert springs from a moment of secondary socialization7 foste-
red by affective bonds8 between the individual and the group of significant
others. However, this certainly true assumption will not be discussed in
this paper, since my main interest is to explain the process of circulation
of knowledge between an individual and a group. Hence, my argumenta-
tion will mainly refer to the field of cognitive psychology and social psy-
chology.

This analytical shift may be illustrated by the view on the nature of
plausibility structure. A strictly social analyst would possibly argue that
plausibility of a world-view is maintained via affective bonds to signifi-
cant others. Such claim by no means explains the inner constitution of this
attachment, since it neglects the specific quality of knowledge that keeps
up the surface level of social attachment. This system of knowledge plays
a crucial role for an ongoing commitment of an individual. It may be re-
presented as a set of propositions, that is, a hierarchic and internally struc-
tured system of statements about external reality.

This approach which applies cognitive science perspective on the prob-
lem of (religious) alternation is not genuinely novel since it was already
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Common sense knowledge deals with trivialities but also with highly
metaphysical problems, such as life and death, truth, injustice etc. Thus,
production in this field is everything but vain, it offers a highly valid
knowledge; in fact it holds the reality together. Knowledge of consensual
universe crystallizes into social representations, that is a network of habi-
tual knowledge shared by certain common sense community.

In reified universe, on the other hand, we witness a completely different
situation. Each actor in this field has his or her own prescribed position
with its own means and goals. Here a society is seen as a system of diffe-
rent roles and classes whose members are unequal.17 There is a certain
trajectory given to each one of the actors, it is defined what decision cor-
responds to a specific moment and even which resources are present to
support immediate tactics. There are certain rules describing how it is ac-
tually possible to acquire the demanded position and how to maintain it.

In consensual universe a network of social representations is produced
in order to enable orientation in this world. They are certain skeletal gui-
des which funnel the way we reason and act. On the other hand, reified
universe produces knowledge in the form of structured abstract categories,
that is, as verbalized and fully conscious concepts with conventional but
valid effect. The effect itself – an active radius of each reified universe –
displays itself just in the presence of individuals familiar with its politics.
Its validity is restricted specifically to a certain community. Science is the
exemplar illustration of such a reified universe.

The essential difference between acting in tune with social representati-
on and according to science is the factor of competency. In order to beha-
ve according to social representations within a consensual universe, the ac-
tor needs no special training. Everyonelives in a common-sense system
which is natural to him. In case he meets unfamiliar common-sense know-
ledge he takes pains to uncover the politics of the place from the behavi-
our, attitudes and morals of its inhabitants. Common-sense knowledge is
not likely to be defined, encapsulated and detached from the world of da-
iliness.

On the other hand each reified universe has its own profound techniqu-
es of production and distribution of knowledge. These practices usually do
not correspond to our inherent assumptions, and may even collide with
them. Hence, a special training is needed in order to behave according to
the rules of reified universe.
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independent modes of behaviour. Activity within each one of these differs
mainly in the quality of knowledge they produce.12

Why is this important for the problem of alternation? These two modes
of thinking meet in the environment of a (religious) group. Hence indivi-
dual commitment to the group demands to react on both of these modes of
thinking. Furthermore, as I will present later, these modes of social know-
ledge echo even in individual minds since there are two modes of compu-
ting producing different types of knowledge. Thus, there is some sort of re-
ference between social thinking and thinking as a mental process.

Serge Moscovici named the first sphere of thinking as Consensual uni-
verse. Consensual universe is a place “where society is seen as a group of
individuals who are equal and free”13, says Moscovici. This is a space
where all of us participate in some extent. Knowledge being produced here
is expressed and transformed as public possession, it happens spontane-
ously and effortlessly. This activity takes place in cafés, on boulevards,
public transport etc. Consensual universe is a sphere with vast complexi-
ty, nobody is able to uncover entirely the politics which governs this sphe-
re,14 yet it is no one’s land, everyone is allowed to enter and leave accord-
ing to his or her needs.

The exchange of knowledge is ‘done out loud’,15 it satisfies the need for
communication and it is through communication that the body of commu-
nal knowledge is continuously evolving. The outcome of this activity ma-
nifests itself in a system of common sense, i.e. in interconnected strips of
theories, gossips and proverbs.16 The common sense also reveals in the
forms of laminating structures operating underneath the surface level of
language, as basic awareness of everyday life.
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may be many different types of reified universes. Science is just one of
these; it is also present in ideology, religion, etc. This type of knowledge
is present in religion in the form of abstract concepts and principles of
thinking.

This leads us to a more refine definition of knowledge in reified uni-
verse. Every semiotic system which provides us with an ability to objecti-
fy and transfer knowledge from one world to another, that is “to cast (the)
consensual into reified categories and subordinate former to the latter can
be conceived as refied universe.”21 This is of a relatively high importance
since this occurs in the process of social thinking, but also in the course of
individual thinking. Thinking about one’s past experience is the ability to
label the experienced situations with names and terms shared within a re-
ligious group. Hence strange occurrences may be labelled as divine signs,
otherwise unimportant people as special characters etc. Terms serve as so-
me sort of laminating structure forming otherwise amorphous strips of ex-
perience into comprehensible, yet communicable system of knowledge.

So, religious space rests upon these both types of knowledge and thin-
king abilities. Theological speculative thought foster a special type of rei-
fied knowledge since it is constructed with an internal coherency of logic
and scientific argumentation. Apart of that, it also rests upon unshakeable
bedrock of axioms rooted outside of the testable empirical reality.22 Reli-
gions may be, and indeed are, systems situated at the same moment in con-
sensual as well as in reified universes. They rest partly on the ground of
common sense and partly in the realm of reflexive reason. Devotee to
a specific religion participates to some extent on a common-sense know-
ledge rooted in everyday activities provided by the community. The com-
mon sense knowledge one shares is partly the one he inherited from his li-
fe outside the religious group, but it is also rooted in churchly discussions
and activities the individual engages in.

There is a certain base level of common knowledge that is likely to be
shared by most of us, which is the knowledge about basic conventions,
customs and abilities. But there is also a common sense knowledge which
rises and concentrates exclusively in the purposes of a specific group, and
indeed for its purposes too. In the case of a religious group we can speak
of a common sense knowledge concerning their specific viewpoint. This
knowledge is widely realized by the members of this group to such an ex-
tent that it concerns everyday issues, yet it is unique in a way it deals with
this common-sense temporality. The environment of a religious group can
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The language of science produces logical inconsistencies and may not
contribute to fast and smooth reacting, in fact it may give us blurred and
contradictory resolutions.

However, speaking of duality of knowledge leads the discussion to cer-
tain difficulties. Since we speak of the world of common sense, we are no
longer acting according to mechanisms of its space. As we depart from in-
formation provided by social representations, and proceed towards infor-
mation granted by rules of science, we are on the grounds of science. That
is also why Moscovici18 speaks of science as sacred and profane. Consen-
sual universe produces knowledge which is in some respect set apart, hen-
ce secret. But once it is objectified and analysed it falls apart to propositi-
ons subordinated to profane categories of reified universe.

Each of us stand in both of these worlds – in consensual as well as re-
ified universe – and incline to the type of thinking that suits the actual acti-
vity best. We live in these two worlds simultaneously. Most of the time we
behave according to intrinsic rules encapsulated in the world of common
sense. For ordinary purposes it is fast and reliable enough. We switch to
the language of science in moments when there is a more inquiring and in-
sightful approach to the problem needed. This reflexive questioning is the
normally present activity, but it is costly and effortful, and thus we employ
such strategy only in a limited number of cases; that is for purposes which
are somehow special for us, such as intentional intellectual effort, when re-
considering life strategy, passed events, etc. We engage in this mode of
thinking each time when there is enough time and effort at hand for such
an activity, and also in situations when we are not scared to loose our cu-
stomary landmarks.19

Behaviour according to reified universe is not reserved exclusively for
scientists, priests and other experts called down to this activity in the na-
me of their professions. It is likely that it was set into motion together with
the development of modern society. As was stated20 such an activity and its
intrinsic allure of reflexivity are essential for each of us living in a modern
world.

Diffusion of dual knowledge in public space

It is important to emphasize that reified universe is not likely to be con-
ceived as one coherent sphere of internally identical production. There
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may be many different types of reified universes. Science is just one of
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may be joyful and relaxing, having one’s life story enriched with religious
concepts, since these may offer a never before experienced encouragement
and support.27

The quality of religious concepts28 can provide the situations that were
experienced with a genuine sense of truth. Yet real-life experiences add to
the theological material a sense of liveliness and emotional thrill. Merging
both types of knowledge together results in a vivid and stable picture of
past and present.

Maintenance and change of individual knowledge

As was proposed above, bridging mechanisms do exists between con-
sensual and reified universe in the religious group, that is, a point of sutu-
re between these two modes of knowledge on psycho-social level, but the-
re also exists one on the mental level. In other words the dualistic division
of knowledge in reified and consensual universe resonates with the means
of how is the information stored and revealed in our mind.

Categories of consensual universe may be portrayed here as some sort
of raw experiences, since we learn the new knowledge in the course of
everyday life, in the form of direct examples, appeals, consent, etc. On the
contrary abstract categories are those we apprehend as systematic know-
ledge. According to Tulving29 and his theory of memory systems, there
exists some cooperation between individual raw experiences and mental
abstract categories.

83 Dual Aspect of Social Knowledge…

serve as an illustration of a system clustered around common-sense and
reified knowledge. Day-to-day issues are treated here in a special manner;
categories concerning everyday matters intersect with special religious
concepts which we are not likely to encounter outside the religious group.
Hence, the reality is marked by the view of the religious group, i.e. days in
calendar, places, people or things may be sacred, certain acts and behavi-
our may be of special importance, history can have its purpose etc.

Results of this diffusion are special stories and proverbs which are pro-
duced and circulated within a religious group. In fact these stories are sha-
red since they possess some common features familiar to the in-group
audience. As László states, “our stories are not only our individual stories,
mental or verbal. Common experiences are articulated in common stories
or story skeletons in a culture or society.”23

We can call them life stories since they are mostly constructed from bits
of experienced situations. They usually serve as explanations for important
issues in life. So what do such stories look like? They are rather ordinary,
yet important biographical narratives. They may be recollections of speci-
al meetings, for instance a meeting with the pope or superhuman agents
like God, angels, wraiths etc.24

The special notion about these stories is that on top of describing stan-
dard situations they usually include some additional material, that is
a highly abstract religious knowledge. In stories, these reflexive categori-
es serve as intersecting points of the life fabrics. They are neatly structu-
red and abstract enough, so they maintain their significance25 vis-à-vis ot-
her reality. The theological categories belonging to reified universe refer
either to real people and objects blessed with special abilities, or to super-
human entities.26

There is an ongoing diffusion of common sense parts of religion and
those parts which are rationalized and reflexive. What we are witnessing
here is that this low- and high- religious culture is melting together. Both
of these concepts are present in life stories and they are engaged in con-
struction of a coherent and united image, an autobiographic narrative. It
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Let us forget the conceptual division of dual systems of memory for the
time being, let there be no clear distinction between semantic and episodic
memory. Then we can imagine that what we unwittingly divide into two
separate functions of memory are with high probability just two endpoints
of one continuum. What we learn when analysing certain data is either mo-
re or less abstract or more or less concrete information. The most concrete
details are mere icons; they are mimetic relatives of some specific object
in the real world. Proceeding to the other end of the continuum the cate-
gories are more abstract and detached from the real life scenario. Hence,
we experience bread as an image of a real object or as a prototype,34 that
is a contrasted and typified representative of its species.

What we are witnessing here is a certain paradox. I have already stated
that the semantic memory reveals itself always in the form of real episo-
des. What does this mean? Since we have employed the illustration with
a single continuum it would no longer be a problem to imagine a semantic
memory just as a certain set of functions, a tool-kit organizing unrefined
episodes, working as an offline processing unit, building up meaningfully
structured and hierarchical knowledge out of the experience one encoun-
tered according to our inherent mental limits.35

Epstein36 developed a cognitive experiential self-theory that provides us
with helpful conceptualization of such offline processing unit, as the func-
tion of semantic memory may be:

85 Dual Aspect of Social Knowledge…

The episodic memory30 stores all the encountered material – all situati-
ons, feelings and emotions. In fact, everything we experienced should be
possible to recover again. The bad feature regarding recollection of passed
moments is that episodic memory is very fragile and inconsistent.31 Every
situation is indeed stored in our episodic memory, but what may be mis-
sing is a certain clue, a pathway leading to a desired information. It works
impulsively; sometimes even a single word, a feeling or even a smell is
enough to remind us about a whole situation in an extremely vivid way.

The semantic memory32 contrasts with episodic system in many res-
pects. It provides us with very stable and rich information, but with no re-
ference to a certain situation.33 Categories within the semantic memory are
fully abstract. Categories stored in semantic memory are mutually conne-
cted and this fact may also be a possible explanation of their extraordina-
ry durability. Each category here presents itself as an intersection of its sur-
rounding data. It is a knot, a force field, or a spatial network of meanings.
In order to forget data from the semantic memory a huge part of this net-
work would need to collapse.

Possibly the most clear illustration of how the semantic memory func-
tions may be presented using the example of language categories. Let us
consider the word bread. We might for sure recollect a plenty of real situa-
tions in which this word is employed: e.g. eating bread, baking bread and
dozens of others. The striking fact is that we are hardly ever able to recol-
lect a clear and de-contextualized image of bread. It is impossible. It al-
ways is a recollection of certain situation with bread.

What we are witnessing here is nothing less than an internal relation of
our semantic and episodic memory. These two types virtually cannot exist
without each other. Thus, we can see that semantic memory functions as
a structuring force of episodic memory. In fact, it constrains our experien-
ce, so we can only keep a memory which is possible to exist within the fra-
mework of semantic categories. And vice versa, we are not able to recount
clear semantic categories since they always express at least some situated
features, they are more or less situated.
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Rational system is working in an analytical manner. It works on the le-
vel of language and the concepts it produces are symbolic.37 This system
functions rather slowly; it works with the actual speed of human thought.
We may assume that this kind of reasoning is applied during reconstruct-
ion of individual experience. It is a rather slow editing of what was alrea-
dy experienced. It is possibly the same set of processes as is responsible
for the development and preservation of complex theological doctrines,
that is reified systems of knowledge within most of the religious groups.

Via this comparison we can draw a line of analogy between the pro-
duction of what we have called priestly doctrine and what is to be a per-
sonal biography. Rational system produces knowledge analogous to theo-
logical speculations to the extent that it produces and employs reflexively
constructed categories. As one participates on a common-sense world of
a certain religious group, he (or she) also adapts his personal stories in
a generally acceptable way. He uses bits of his own past and reconstructs
them with the help of reified categories offered by the church doctrine. On
the contrary he also cast out his own categories and opinions. Moscovici
refers to this process as to the diffusion of knowledge by the way of com-
munication.38 It is a process of social influence when communicator de-
mands consent of his audience. What is important here is that the vehicle
of social influence is the spoken word. Hence, Moscovici does not detach
communication from a direct influence. In the person of communicator,
there is an “intrinsic persuader”.39 It is the factor of conversation40 which
allows the reflexive concepts to circulate in the group and influence the au-
dience, yet it is the language which connects the rational reflexive know-
ledge (see table personal experience vs. reflexive knowledge) as a thinking
of special sort with a public space where a everyday communication takes
part.
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Rational system is working in an analytical manner. It works on the le-
vel of language and the concepts it produces are symbolic.37 This system
functions rather slowly; it works with the actual speed of human thought.
We may assume that this kind of reasoning is applied during reconstruct-
ion of individual experience. It is a rather slow editing of what was alrea-
dy experienced. It is possibly the same set of processes as is responsible
for the development and preservation of complex theological doctrines,
that is reified systems of knowledge within most of the religious groups.

Via this comparison we can draw a line of analogy between the pro-
duction of what we have called priestly doctrine and what is to be a per-
sonal biography. Rational system produces knowledge analogous to theo-
logical speculations to the extent that it produces and employs reflexively
constructed categories. As one participates on a common-sense world of
a certain religious group, he (or she) also adapts his personal stories in
a generally acceptable way. He uses bits of his own past and reconstructs
them with the help of reified categories offered by the church doctrine. On
the contrary he also cast out his own categories and opinions. Moscovici
refers to this process as to the diffusion of knowledge by the way of com-
munication.38 It is a process of social influence when communicator de-
mands consent of his audience. What is important here is that the vehicle
of social influence is the spoken word. Hence, Moscovici does not detach
communication from a direct influence. In the person of communicator,
there is an “intrinsic persuader”.39 It is the factor of conversation40 which
allows the reflexive concepts to circulate in the group and influence the au-
dience, yet it is the language which connects the rational reflexive know-
ledge (see table personal experience vs. reflexive knowledge) as a thinking
of special sort with a public space where a everyday communication takes
part.
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a certain group, since the body of social representations is constructed
from many endpoints incarnated in a real person with his or her own at-
titudes and ambitions. Hence to be a part of a thought community44 means
to be subordinated to certain more general patterns of thoughts.

Moscovici45 speaks of two specific cognitive functions provided by so-
cial representations, which serve as (a) prescriptions and also as (b) con-
ventions.

Social representations (b) prescribe the reality. Representations as nati-
ve and inner set of categories serve as a primary mask of thoughts even be-
fore we pass our judgement on an actual situation. This in turn enables re-
presentations to act as (b) conventions of thought.

Therefore, social representations as (b) conventions govern the way we
judge reality. Just imagine stepping into a room which was said to be an
office. As you enter the room, there is nothing more than two wrecked wo-
oden boxes. According to a prevalent convention you judge these two bo-
xes as a part of the office, hence you set the smaller one to be a chair and
the larger to be a working table. You enter the room, take a seat on the box
and turn towards the working table. That is the manner in which social re-
presentations conventionalize what we are likely to perceive and how we
act in a context defined by our assumptions.

In contrast with a rather rigid image of social representations as con-
straining cognitive masks, it is necessary to underline their ever-changing
quality. They change the way they circulate between the internal and ex-
ternal reality. And it is precisely the external world where they are acces-
sible for us and where we can observe their influence.

Moscovici introduces twin concepts of anchoring and objectification46

to describe the transmission between mental representations and external
reality.

“To anchor strange ideas is to reduce them to ordinary categories and
images, to set them into familiar context.”47 The purpose of this mecha-
nism is to compare what we actually can perceive with the things we alre-
ady know. According to Rosch48 the whole process in fact means to sub-

89 Dual Aspect of Social Knowledge…

Bringing memories back to life

The Theory of social representations delivers besides distinction of con-
sensual and reified universe also such concepts41 which describe the re-
production of knowledge in a common-sense world. In fact, these concepts
cast light not just on the process of reproduction of common sense know-
ledge, but even on the pervasion of reified knowledge in a common sense
world.

So far I have discussed an inner circuit of reproduction – that is the
internalization of common sense knowledge and its reconstruction by re-
flexive categories – I will now outline the outer circuit, that is the repro-
duction within a consensual universe and the penetration of categories of
reified world into everyday reality.

I have already briefly mentioned the functions of social representations,
and I will discuss it somewhat more into detail here, since they describe in
an elegant manner the process in which the external reality is transformed
into mental representations and vice versa.42 Firstly, with the introduction
of social representations, Moscovici and others offer a scientific tool that
puts itself between the two levels of individual and public processes of
thinking. But what lies in this gap? Is there anything more apart from the
individual and the public? Moscovici et al. suggest so, yet it does not co-
me as a meaning accessible via interpretation, it possibly comes in the
form of social representations. Social representations are not meanings,43

they are rather a common reference points which canalize and filter mea-
ning. This means they act before meaning and before language, these are
lower, that is, more basic structures of knowledge. They always belong to
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Now I would like to summarize what was stated about the functions of
social representations and their relation to the process of biographical re-
construction:

Social representations vs. reality

Social representations as conventions
model of reality < reality
(constrained and conventionalized by categories
of social representations)

Representations as prescription
model for reality > reality

Tab. 2. Anchoring and objectification

Table 2 describes different yet possibly parallel processes. The first to
emerge is the process of circulation of social representations through the
world of consensual universe; this is provided by the process of anchoring.
The new-comer in the group accepts the everyday knowledge of the group
in the form of stories, examples, rules and limits, etc. Via the process of
anchoring he accepts the new information to his system of already appro-
priated categories.

Next, the process of objectification opens the way for his own reflexive
concepts to be cast out to the public. Since there are internal processes of
episodic reconstruction occurring in our mind, internally reconfigured or
entirely novel categories may be meaningfully objectified into real life ob-
jects and situations. This way an individual can argue his own ideas and
assumptions about the world. He or she accepts the knowledge of the
group but also casts out new knowledge about the world which springs out
of his assumptions.

B
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ordinate the perceived reality under certain mental prototypes. This pro-
cess works unconsciously and is processed by online experiential system
(see table 1 above). “Prototypes serve as concrete exemplars of things in
relevant category”.49 Our memory consists of already habitual categories,
which provide prescriptive functions of thinking since they set the limits
of the conceivable. This internal reality is a unique type of cognitive envi-
ronment: in learning new things for example, I relate the new information
to the totality of representational potential that only I have.50 So in brief, to
anchor a new idea, a thing or situation, is to compare it to already known
categories. The anchoring process of an encountered phenomenon occurs
as we delineate what is extraordinary in a specific situation, and what is
common.

Objectification operates in the opposite way. Via objectification we
transfer abstract mental concepts into reality, which means we find a real
representative which matches best the expectation we have. 

This process slightly differs depending on the quality of the initial idea.
If it is a highly abstract one, the process of objectification may occur in
more steps. If it is a more concrete one – the figurative nucleus, which is
a primordial projection of the idea, is created – and it starts to circulate in
the form of proverbs and gossips. The final stage is the transformation of
what is conceived into that what is perceived.51 This occurs when a mat-
ched mental image represented by a class of real objects becomes widely
accepted. The whole process takes longer when objectifying abstract con-
cepts such as justice, peace etc. Still, in general it occurs in the same way;
e.g. the semantic category has to match the icon. Recent studies in situa-
ted cognition52 support the view that even very abstract concepts as fee-
lings and emotions are either adopted via somatic markers or stored in e-
pisodic memory. In order to map them back to everyday world it is
necessary to find an appropriate life memory first. This way we may ob-
jectify even highly abstracted ideas concerning morals and emotions.
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SUMMARY

Dual Aspect of Social Knowledge:
A Case for Religious Alternation

In this paper I discuss the mechanism of commitment to a specific world-view system.
This mechanism is developed upon the theory of social representation as well as concepts
of cognitive psychology. The essential argument of paper is based on assumption of mutual
influence of an individual and a group established by a conversation and argumentation. The
new-comer intervene in common discussions about everyday issues shared in gossips, say-
ings, etc. as well as doctrinal principles that are communicated in a logically coherent way.
Next, the resulting commitment to a specific group and its world view is developed upon the
mutual connection of one’s past experiences and memories and reflexive concepts presen-
ted by the group. This mechanism is outlined on the grounds of social psychology when dis-
cussing the mutual connection of Serge Moscovici’s consensual and reified universe and it
was further connected to individual view when presenting two specific modes of thinking –
experiential and rational system – which as I argue refer to the relation of knowledge in con-
sensual and reified universe. The motor for a commitment is established in the moment,
when a specific life issues are comprehended in the light of reflexive terms of doctrine.
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Internal circuit of processing (experiences vs. rational categories)

Tab. 3. Internal circuit of processing

Table 3 describes the internal redaction of experience. This process
works by means of individual reflexive categories built up by rational sys-
tem of mind and with the assistance of third party concepts offered by
a group and communicate in conversation. These concepts were developed
as reified categories and may be circulated just in a form of doctrinal con-
versations and scriptures. By the way of this mechanism may be the indi-
vidual experience influenced by doctrinal knowledge which accepted as
one’s own may contribute to redaction of past experience and memories.
The essential point here is that these reflexive categories may circulate out
of consensual universe, hence they are not necessarily present in informal
discussions where mainly every-day issues are discussed. 

This doctrinal body in the religious group I was focused on was present
in the techniques of therapy which contributed to an inner development of
adherent. Nevertheless, these techniques were not merely tools, but rather
complex, yet abstract system of knowledge concerning psychic and social
politics of every-day life and as such they had to be trusted in order to be
practically helpful. There had to be a strong bond to a doctrine in order to
use the techniques properly. However, these bonds were not established
just by the power of affective bonds to other participants and promoters of
the technique, but rather by the way the main principles of this technique
were applied to one’s own life. The life memories were redacted and often
revisited in the light of therapeutic questioning which were held in pairs.
Via this motor the bond with technique and also other adherents were furt-
her intensified.

(a) reality + constrained 
by social representations

(b) event as memory entry 
within an episodic memory

(e) implies concrete behaviour > forms 
reality/circulates within 
consensual universe

(c) transformation of event 
with semantic category/circulation 
of category within reified universe

(d) coherent personal biography 
in the form of narration
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Mezinárodní konference
o globalizaci náboÏenství a kultur

Pavel ·indeláfi

Se zaãátkem teplého australského léta a s koncem tamního akademic-
kého roku se na opaãné stranû glóbu uskuteãnila mezinárodní konference
Globalising Religions and Cultures in the Asia Pacific (1. - 5. prosinec
2008). Místem, jeÏ hostilo toto zajímavé shromáÏdûní nejrÛznûj‰ích aka-
demikÛ se zájmem o pacifickou ãást Asie, její náboÏenství a kulturu, bylo
hlavní mûsto federálního státu JiÏní Austrálie, Adelaide. Akci spoleãnû
uspofiádaly tfii zdej‰í univerzity: The University of Adelaide, University of
South Australia a Flinders University, které svou pfiítomností ve mûstû ur-
ãují z velké ãásti jeho velice sympatick˘ a uvolnûn˘ charakter. Mûsto Ade-
laide díky nim není jen správním centrem veliké, av‰ak pomûrnû vylidnû-
né oblasti, centrem rozvíjejícího se vinafiského prÛmyslu (v blízkosti mûsta
leÏí svûtovû proslulé vinafiské oblasti Barrosa Valley ãi Clare Valley), ob-
chodu s nerostn˘mi surovinami a obilnicí celé Austrálie. Adelaide se v re-
gionu stává i dÛleÏit˘m centrem v oblasti vzdûlávání.

V̆ razn˘m oborem, kter˘ se zde pfiitom novû profiluje, jsou tzv. Asian
Studies. Asijská studia zde v‰ak nejsou, tak jako napfiíklad v na‰em pro-
stfiedí, chápána v˘hradnû jako filologická, literárnû vûdná ãi nanejv˘‰ his-
torická disciplína, ale jako komplexní soubor moderních vûdeck˘ch oborÛ
a disciplín, které mohou spoleãnû pomoci uchopit a pochopit asijsk˘ kul-
turní prostor, jeho obyvatele, historii i budoucí v˘voj. Australany k tomu-
to pfiístupu nepfiivedl jak˘si vrozen˘ dar vy‰‰í míry pfiedvídavosti, ale spí-
‰e reálné sousedství s asijsk˘m prostorem, neopadající pfiíliv asijsk˘ch
migrantÛ a studentÛ ãi zcela pfiím˘ a reáln˘ vliv asijské politiky a ekono-
miky na region. Na kaÏdé ze tfií pofiádajících univerzit v tomto pomûrnû
malém mûstû tak existují obory a pracovi‰tû, které se disciplínû Asian Stu-
dies pfiímo vûnují. ¤ada dal‰ích místních akademikÛ pak nûkter˘ z regio-
nÛ pacifické Asie ãiní hlavním tématem svého zájmu z perspektivy vlast-
ního oboru, aÈ jiÏ jde o kulturní antropologii, politologii, mezinárodní
studia, sociologii, etnologii, religionistiku nebo tak neobvyklé obory jako
je napfiíklad gastronomie.

To, Ïe pro porozumûní regionu a jeho pfievratnému v˘voji je nutné po-
chopit nejen zákonitosti globalizaãních procesÛ uvnitfi ekonomik a politik,
ale i zákonitosti samotné kultury a zejména náboÏenství asijské spoleã-

RÉSUMÉ

Dvojí povaha sociálního vûdûní:
Implikace pro v˘zkum konverze

V této práci se snaÏím rozvinout specifick˘ teoretick˘ rámec vhodn˘ pro v˘zkum kon-
verze, která je chápaná jako pfiechod k urãitému men‰inovému názoru reprezentovanému
náboÏenskou skupinou. Je umoÏnûna na základû interakce a verbální argumentace mezi jed-
notlivcem a náboÏenskou skupinou v rámci spoleãn˘ch aktivit a sdílen˘ch konverzaãních té-
mat. Hlavní teoretickou hypotézou práce je my‰lenka, Ïe ke konverzi dochází v okamÏiku,
kdy si uvûdomujeme na‰i minulost ve svûtle pfiedstav náboÏenské skupiny. Zcela konkrétní
osobní Ïivotní situace nab˘vají svého v˘znamu díky pfiedstavám sdílen˘m a udrÏovan˘m
náboÏenskou skupinou. V tomto procesu identifikace se tak potkávají reálné záÏitky s ab-
straktní doktrínou náboÏenské skupiny, v˘sledkem je pak urãit˘ ucelen˘, i kdyÏ nûkdy do-
ãasn˘ biografick˘ obraz, kde jsou jednotlivé osobní situace a názory zastfie‰eny ‰ir‰ím rám-
cem náboÏensk˘ch pfiedstav. Tento specifick˘ pohled akcentující verbální argumentaci jako
prostfiedek vlivu mezi jednotlivcem a skupinou se opírá o teorii sociálních reprezentací, pfie-
dev‰ím konceptu konsenzuálního a zvûcnûlého univerza, jak jej rozpracoval Serge Mosco-
vici. Proces rekonstrukce biografie je pak nastínûn za pomoci nûkter˘ch teoretick˘ch v˘-
chodisek kognitivní psychologie.

Prezentovan˘ pohled na problém konverze by mohl b˘t pfiínosn˘ v situaci, kdy je obtíÏ-
né pfiesnû vymezit náboÏenskou skupinu s ohledem na její doktrínu. S takov˘m problémem
se setkáváme napfiíklad u nov˘ch náboÏensk˘ch forem jako je spiritualita New Age. Proces
konverze v rámci tûchto skupin neb˘vá pevnû institucionalizován a u jejich ãlenÛ se ãasto
protínají rÛznorodé my‰lenkové vlivy. Konverzi je pak vhodné chápat jako neustál˘ proces
bez jasného rozli‰ení fází pfiechodu.
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